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Glashüttenstraße 27 
20357 Hamburg

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Self-sufficient light systems with LEDs Light everywhere! - Bring light to places, where you would have considered it impossible so far. - Lower
operating and maintenance costs. - Be mobile with light! Self-sufficient, independent or “stand-alone systems” can be installed everywhere you need
light - without power connection. - Telephone boxes - Bus stops - Waiting areas - Advertising pillars - Self-sufficient road lamps - Advertisement on the
meadow - Information boards - Reading and work light for huts in 3rd world - Lights and luminous advertising, for whose maintenance you need a
crane. Self-sufficient light systems by LuzLicht What is needed? 1. Local production of current: a. With solar plants b. Wind generator c. Other sources
of energy (water, warmth) 2. Light a. What is to be lit up? The whole area, or only desk or shelf? b. Which light quality? Work light or relaxation? c.
Desired source of light: Contrast sharpness or high colour reflection? Why LEDs (light emitting diodes)? - Shining means of the future - Current saving,
high efficient - Long-lived: 25 x longer as a bulb, up to 12 x longer than a fluorescent lamp - Good contrasts, ideally suitable for reading and working -
Purely electronic light - without gas, without filament - No starters, no fluorescent lamp ballasts What’s the idea of LuzLicht? - 7 years experience with
light emitting diode projects - Own manufacturing of displays and advertising pillars - Plug and play-systems - ready to use - Planning of PV-capacity
depending on the sun exposure - Consultation and light design To be modern and to act intelligent! - Save electricity and preserve the environment -
Make money with progressive technology. Trust on our competence: LuzLicht knows what is the deal with LEDs.
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